PRIVATE THEATER RENTAL INFO + FEES

Have something special coming up? We want to make your screen—your screen! Rent the theater and have it to yourself for a private movie screening and event.

PERFECT FOR:
- Birthdays
- Anniversaries
- Staff parties
- Family celebrations
- Screening that movie that really needs the BIG SCREEN! (Star Wars! Hogwarts! LOTR!)

PRIVATE RENTAL FEE: $300

PICK A DATE
Planning a couple weeks ahead works best, but last minute requests are welcome!

PICK A MOVIE
At least two days before the screening, bring the dvd or blu-ray to TCA. It will give us enough time to make sure it runs properly for your screening.

AT THE THEATER
Bring your own food, drink and friends to make it extra special. We have tables and chairs available for set up in the lobby.

QUESTIONS?
info@tcataos.org
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